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We argue that the anomalously high fluxes of positrons and antiprotons found in cosmic rays (CR)
can be satisfactorily explained by introducing two additional elements to the current ”standard”
paradigm of Galactic CRs. First, we propose that the antiparticles are effectively produced in
interactions of primary CRs with the surrounding gas not only in the interstellar medium (ISM) but
also inside the accelerators. Secondly, we postulate the existence of two source populations injecting
CRs into the ISM with different, (1) soft (close to FI ∝ E−2.3) and (2) hard (FII ∝ E−1.8 or
harder), energy distributions. Assuming that CRs in the 2nd population of accelerators accumulate
”grammage” of the order of 1 g/cm2 before their leakage into ISM, we can explain the energy
distributions and absolute fluxes of both positrons and antiprotons, as well as the fluxes of secondary
nuclei of the (Li,Be,B) group. The superposition of contributions of two source populations also
explains the reported hardening of the spectra of CR protons and nuclei above 200 GV. The 2nd
source population accelerating CRs with a rate at the level below 10 percent of the power of the 1st
source population, can be responsible for the highest energy protons and nuclei of Galactic CRs up
to the “knee” around 1015 eV.
PACS numbers: 95.85.Ry; 98.70.Sa
INTRODUCTION
Cosmic Rays (CRs) consist of primary and secondary
components, the latter being the result of interactions
of the primary (directly accelerated) protons and nuclei
with the surrounding gas. According to the current con-
cept of the origin of Galactic CRs, these interactions take
place predominantly in the interstellar medium (ISM).
This simple assumption based on the measured content
of the secondary light nuclei in CRs allows several impor-
tant conclusions regarding the energy-dependent prop-
agation of CRs in the interstellar magnetic fields. Al-
though in this scenario the positrons and antiprotons ap-
pear as unavoidable counterparts of the secondary nuclei,
the measurements by the Pamela satellite [1] and the Al-
pha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) [2] revealed unex-
pectedly hard energy spectra and significantly enhanced
fluxes of positrons and antiprotons. The reports on the
“excess” of antiparticles have been received and inter-
preted by many researchers as a “smoking gun” of Dark
Matter (see, e.g., [2]). Such a strong claim in the context
of one of the most fundamental objectives of the mod-
ern physics and astrophysics requires a careful judgment
through the ”Occam’s razor” principle, i.e., exploration
of other, more conventional interpretations of the an-
tiparticle “excess” in CRs [3]. While for positrons a pos-
sible solution could be the direct contribution from spe-
cific ”primary” electron-positron sources (accelerators),
in particular by pulsars, the interpretation of the re-
ported excess of antiprotons is more problematic. Ex-
2cept for the Dark Matter channel, the only realistic pos-
sibility is the antiproton production through interactions
of directly accelerated CRs with the ambient gas. The
observed almost energy-independent e+/p¯ ratio (see, e.g.
ref.[4]) seems to be an appealing indication for the intrin-
sic link between the positrons and antiprotons through
the CR related channels. In other words, the detected
flux of antiprotons predicts production of positrons at
the level which is close to the reported positron flux and
thus leaving not much room for contributions of other
sources to the observed positron flux. In particular, the
reported antiproton flux significantly limits the fraction
of CR positrons contributed by pulsars and pulsar wind
nebulae.
In summary, the new results on CR positrons and an-
tiprotons highlight the interconnection of the positron
”excess” to the collisions of primary protons and nuclei
with the surrounding matter. In this work, we demon-
strate that the content of positrons and antiprotons in
CRs can be explained within a modified, two CR source-
population paradigm of Galactic CRs as secondaries pro-
duced at interactions of primary CRs with the ambient
gas both in the ISM and inside the CR accelerators. Re-
markably, the two source-population concept gives a nat-
ural explanation also to the recently discovered result -
the spectral hardening detected in the energy distribu-
tions of primary CR protons and nuclei at energies of
several hundred GV.
PRODUCTION OF CR SECONDARIES
Generally, the spectra of high-energy positrons and an-
tiprotons produced in nuclear reactions mimic the spec-
trum of parent protons and nuclei. Later, because of
the energy-dependent diffusion, the spectra of positrons
and antiprotons become substantially steeper compared
to the primary (acceleration) spectrum of CRs. Thus,
one can immediately conclude that the positrons and an-
tiprotons detected with hard spectra have not been pro-
duced in the ISM. In this regard, the models proposing
production of secondary positrons and antiprotons in a
nearby supernova remnant (SNR) [5, 6] seem more at-
tractive.
The option of a single local supernova remnant as a
source of CR positrons and antiprotons has robust lim-
itations; it cannot be located much further than 100 pc
and cannot be much older than 104 yr. Otherwise, the
density of CRs would be reduced to a negligible level.
The very idea of a nearby local SNR as the main con-
tributor to the secondary positrons has been proposed
while ago [7] in the same context of the interpretation of
the first (tentative) claim of the anomalously high con-
tent of CR positrons [8]. The realization of this model
implies effective interaction of directly accelerated pro-
tons and nuclei with the ambient gas inside the remnant
[7]. CRs can accumulate significant ”grammage” also in
the vicinity of SNRs due to the slow propagation caused
by self-generation of plasma waves by escaping particles
[9–11]. A key requirement of this and, in fact, of any
other model that assumes production of positrons and an-
tiprotons inside or in the proximity of CR accelerators, is
the hard spectrum of antiparticles injected into the ISM.
Therefore, the initial (acceleration) spectrum should also
be hard, close to E−2 or harder. In the ISM, the energy-
dependent propagation modifies (makes steeper) the CR
spectrum. Even though, the latter remains harder than
E−2.5 given that the diffusion coefficientD(E) ∝ Eδ with
δ ≈ 0.5 as it follows from the secondary CR data. On
the other hand, the measured spectrum of CR protons at
low energies is very steep, dN/dE ∝ E−2.85 [12].
Combined with the measured secondary-to-primary ra-
tio of CRs [13], one may conclude that the initial spec-
trum of protons injected into the ISM at energies less
than 100 GeV, should be close to E−2.35. This im-
plies that, in addition to the first source population, one
should invoke an additional CR population character-
ized by significantly harder energy spectrum. The latter
demands significantly less injection power than the first
(steep) component but, because of the harder spectrum,
might dominate at higher energies. Below we show that
this assumption can naturally explain the reported hard-
ening of the spectrum of primary CR protons and nuclei
above 200 GV. With an additional assumption of a non-
negligible (≈ 1 g/cm2) ”grammage” accumulated inside
the 2nd population sources, we can explain the fluxes of
the secondary products of CRs - positrons, antiprotons,
as well as light nuclei of the (Li, Be, B) group.
RESULTS
Under the assumption that all secondaries are pro-
duced by primary CRs injected with a power-law spec-
trum Q(E), the steady-state distribution of particles in
the ISM is N(E) ∝ Q(E)τ(E). Here τ(E) is the confine-
ment time of CRs in the Galaxy; it decreases with energy
as τ(E) ∝ E−δ. Thus, for a power-law injection spec-
trum, Q(E) ∝ E−γ , we haveN(E) ∝ E−(γ+δ). By ignor-
ing the slight dependence of the inelastic cross-sections
on energy above 10 GeV, we assume, as a zeroth order ap-
proximation, that the production spectra of secondaries
mimic the steady-state spectrum of primaries in the ISM.
Due to the energy-dependent propagation, which obvi-
ously should be described by the same diffusion coeffi-
cient as for primaries, the steady-state spectrum of sec-
ondaries becomes Nsec(E) ∝ Q(E)τ
2(E) ∝ E−(γ+2δ).
Thus, the secondary-to-primary ratio monotonically de-
creases with energy, R(E) = Nsec/N ∝ E
−δ. This is true
for all secondary particles except for the very high energy
electrons and positrons. Because of the radiative (syn-
chrotron and inverse Compton) cooling, the spectra of
3secondary electrons and positrons at very high energies
become steeper.
The secondary-to-primary ratio can be expressed as
(see e.g. ref.[14]),
R(E) =
XISM(E)
mp
S(E)/Np(E)
1 + σt
XISM(E)
mp
, (1)
where
S(E) =
∫
E
dσp→s(E,E
′)
dE′
Np(E
′)dE′. (2)
Here E is the particle energy per nucleon, Np(E) is the
primary CR spectrum formed in the ISM, XISM is the
propagation length in g/cm2 (”grammage”), σp→s is the
differential cross section of production of the given sec-
ondary particle, σt is the total destruction cross-section
of secondaries. For the spallation reactions, the energy
per nucleon before and after the reaction remains the
same (see, e.g., ref.[15]). Thus Eq.(1) can be reduced to
R(E) =
XISM(E)
mp
σp→s
1 + σt
XISM(E)
mp
. (3)
For the antiproton production cross-sections, we use the
compilations from ref.[16]. The cross-sections of nu-
clear reaction are taken from ref.[15]. For the produc-
tion of the secondary electrons and positrons, we use the
parametrizations from ref.[17]. For the nuclei spallation
reactions, we use the parametrizations of cross-sections
from ref.[18].
At high energies, the radiative cooling of electrons and
positrons becomes an essential factor. For calculations
of fluxes of electrons and positrons, we use the semi-
analytical approach developed in ref.[19]. As a first-order
approximation, we assume a homogeneous distribution of
secondary positron and electron sources inside the Galac-
tic plane and a continuous injection and perform integra-
tion over the Galactic plane with a radius of ∼ 25 kpc.
The ”grammage” accumulated in the ISM is propor-
tional to the confinement time,
XISM(E) = c nism mp τ(E), (4)
where c is the speed of light, and mp is the proton mass.
We present XISM(E) in the form
XISM(E) = X0(
E
10 GeV
)−δ . (5)
Note that XISM depends on rigidity, R =
AE
Ze
, where A
and Z are the atomic and mass number, respectively. For
protons and antiprotons, R=E, while for nuclei it differs
by a factor of ≈ 2. Below we limit our consideration
by energies exceeding 30 GeV to neglect the solar mod-
ulation effects for protons and nuclei. What concerns
the electrons and positrons, the effect of solar modula-
tion can be substantial up to 70 GeV [20]. Therefore, for
positrons we do not expect perfect fits at energies well
below 100 GeV.
To account for the flat e+/p and p¯/p ratios, an ad-
ditional component of secondary antiparticles should be
invoked:
R(E) = R1(E) +R2(E). (6)
The ratio R1(E) is for secondaries produced in the ISM
(“ISM-component”); see Eq.(1). The ratio R2(E) cor-
responds to the second component represented by sec-
ondary particles produced inside the CR accelerators (“S-
component”):
R2(E) =
Xs(E)
mp
S′(E)/Np(E)
(1 + σs
XISM(E)
mp
)(1 + σs
Xs(E)
mp
)
, (7)
where
S′(E) =
∫
E
dσp−s(E,E
′)
dE′
Qs(E
′)dE′τ(E). (8)
Here Qs(E) is the primary injection spectrum from the
source with a power law index γs, Xs is the grammage
accumulated inside the source. We represent Xs in the
form of Eq.(5) but with a different power-law index, δs.
The ISM-component contains the secondaries produced
in the ISM by primary CRs from both the 1st and 2nd
CR populations, while S-component is contributed only
by the 2nd source population. We assume that the gram-
mage accumulated by the 1st CR population inside the
sources is not substantial, thus in the calculations below
this component is neglected.
The key point of the proposed model is the existence
of the 2nd population of antiparticles produced inside
the CR accelerators and then injected into ISM with
hard energy spectra. The formation of energy distribu-
tions of the secondary particles inside the source depends
on the specifics of the processes of acceleration, escape,
and interactions of accelerated particles. Assuming that
the leakage of particles from the accelerator is character-
ized by the energy-dependent escape time, tesc ∝ E
−δs ,
the spectrum of primaries established inside the source
keeps to be a power-law but with the index γs + δs. The
production spectra of secondary nuclei and antiparticles
have the same power-law index. Generally, at different
epochs of the source evolution, the spectra of secondaries
injected into the ISM may differ from their production
spectra. However, the injection spectrum of secondaries
integrated over the accelerators lifetime should be close
to the production spectrum with the index γs + δs.
The time-integrated injection spectrum of primary
CRs into the ISM repeats the acceleration spectra. At
low energies, the contribution of this hard-spectrum com-
ponent should be sub-dominant. Otherwise, it would
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FIG. 1. The contributions of the two components to the detected fluxes of CR positrons and antiprotons produced in the
interstellar medium and inside the sources, respectively. The black lines represent the total fluxes. It is assumed that the
power-law spectrum of parent protons from the 1st source population continues without a break or a cutoff, while the spectrum
of protons from the 2nd population contains a cutoff at 100 TeV. The data for the positron and antiproton fluxes and the
antiproton/proton ratio are from ref.[2, 21]. The points for the positron/proton ratio are derived from the data of ref.[2, 12].
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FIG. 2. The same as Figure 1, but assuming that an exponential cutoff in the parent proton spectrum at 10 TeV. Also, to
fit the data, here we assume slightly more grammage accumulated inside the source, namely, Xs = 1.0 (E/10GeV)
−δs g/cm2
instead of Xs = 0.8(E/10GeV)
−δs g/cm2 used in Fig.1. The lower panels show the ratio of experimentally measured fluxes of
positrons and antiprotons to the theoretical curves.
contradict the observations. We normalize the contri-
bution of the 2nd population of CRs to the total CR flux
as
κ(E) = Qs(E)τISM(E)/Np(E) = κ0 (
E
100 GeV
)2.85−γs−δ.
(9)
The analysis of the parameter space based on the
adjustment of calculations to the reported fluxes of
positrons and antiprotons indicates that κ0 cannot sig-
nificantly deviate from the value of 0.1. Therefore, we
fix the latter at the level of 0.1, and derive the best-
fit values for the remaining principal parameters: δ =
0.52, X0 = 7.0 g/cm
2,Xs = 0.8(E/10GeV)
−δs g/cm2 and
γs + δs ≃ 1.8. For these parameters, the overall energy
contained in particles of the 2nd CR population above
10 GeV is approximately seven per cent of the total CR
energy. Note that the above values of X0 and δ are close,
but not identical, to the parameters derived from the
conventional treatment based on the analysis of the B/C
ratio under the assumption that the production of the
secondary CRs takes place solely in the ISM (see. e.g.,
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FIG. 3. The contributions of the 1st (I) and 2nd (II) source
population to the proton fluxes. The black lines represent
the summation of these two components. The proton data
are from the AMS-02 [12] and CREAM [23] collaborations.
The spectrum of protons from the 1st source population (I) is
assumed to be power law without a cutoff, while the protons
from 2nd population (II) are calculated for two values of the
exponential cutoff energy at 10 TeV (dashed) and 100 TeV
(solid). The lower panel shows the ratio of experimentally
measured fluxes of protons to the theoretical curve represent-
ing the case of the cutoff in the spectrum of protons belong
to the 2nd population sources at 100 TeV.
ref.[22]).
The results of calculations of the positron and antipro-
tons fluxes are shown, together with the spectral points
reported by AMS-02, in Fig.1 and Fig.2. The agreement
achieved between calculations and data robustly fixes
the fluxes of both populations of primary CR protons
in the ISM. Apparently, the derived proton fluxes should
go along with the measurements. The absolute fluxes of
CR protons derived directly (without any normalization)
from the fitting of the positron and antiproton data, in-
deed match quite well the direct measurements of the CR
proton fluxes. It is demonstrated in Fig.3. The flux of
protons representing the 1st CR population in the ISM
is described by a steep power-law spectrum, while for
protons representing the 2nd population, an exponential
cutoff is introduced in the spectrum AT 100 TeV and
10 TeV. The corresponding fluxes of positrons and an-
tiprotons are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. As can be seen
from these figures, for both cutoff energies, the calcu-
lations describe quite well the positron and antiproton
data up to ≈ 200 GeV. At higher energies, the spectra of
positrons and antiprotons depend on the extrapolation
of the proton spectrum beyond 10 TeV.
Note that the impact of the lower proton cutoff energy
on the positron spectrum is stronger than on the antipro-
ton spectrum. This is explained by the fractions of the
energy of the parent proton transferred to secondaries at
inelastic pp interactions. While the antiprotons receive
more than 10 per cent of the kinetic energy of protons,
the positrons receive an order of magnitude less energy.
While the proton spectrum with the exponential cutoff
at 100 TeV (or at higher energies) predicts a progressive
hardening of the spectra of positrons and antiprotons to-
wards 1 TeV, the cutoff in the proton spectrum at 10
TeV results in the softening of the spectra of positrons
and antiprotons. The latest AMS-02 data provide strong
evidence of spectral steepening of the positron flux above
200 GeV which can be interpreted as a result of the cutoff
in the protons spectrum around 10 TeV (compare Fig.1
and Fig.2). The cutoff in the proton spectrum around
10 TeV should result in a softening of the antiproton
spectrum as well; see right panel of Fig.2). Although the
last (highest energy) reported point of antiprotons shows
a tendency of steepening, the statistical significance is
not sufficiently high for a definite conclusion.
At interactions of primary CRs with the ambient gas,
the production of secondary positrons and antiprotons
is accompanied by production of secondary nuclei. The
light nuclei of the LiBeB group are of particular inter-
est. Because of the negligible content of these particles in
the directly accelerated CRs, the measured fluxes of this
group undoubtedly have a secondary origin. They are
predominantly produced in interactions of primary (ac-
celerated) nuclei belong to the CNO group. In Fig.4, we
show the fluxes of secondary boron. We should note that
the good agreement between the reported fluxes and cal-
culations in Fig.4 is achieved assuming slightly harder in-
jection spectra for CR nuclei compared to protons. This
can be considered as a ad hoc assumption made for the
interpretation of the reported fluxes of secondary light
elements. On the other hand, this assumption perfectly
agrees with the spectral measurements of primary nuclei
of the CNO group (see Fig.5 and discussion below).
DISCUSSION
Two CR components model
In recent years we have witnessed several remarkable
achievements in CR measurements. One of the strik-
ing results concerns the high content of positrons and
antiprotons in CRs. In this paper, we argue that both
species are of secondary origin produced in interactions of
primary CRs with ambient matter. The absolute fluxes
and the spectra of positrons and antiprotons can be nat-
urally explained within the general framework of the cur-
rent paradigm of Galactic CRs, but with two significant
6additions of conceptual character. First, we assume that
the galactic CRs consist of two major components which
are injected into the ISM with substantially different en-
ergy spectra. We propose that in addition to the conven-
tional CR component with relatively steep, FI ∝ E−2.35
type initial spectrum injected into ISM, should exist the
second CR component with very hard, FII ∝ E−1.8 type
or harder, injection spectrum. However, the postulation
of the second CR component is not yet sufficient for in-
terpretation of the data, in particular, the unexpectedly
hard (for the secondary products) E−2.8 type differential
spectra of positrons and antiprotons measured over the
energy range from tens of GeV to a few 100 GeV. The
second principal assumption of our model is that CRs
representing the 2nd population of accelerators accumu-
late quite significant ”grammage” of the order of 1 g/cm2
inside (or nearby) the sources, i.e. before their leakage
into the ISM.
The spectra of parent CR protons from two source
populations, derived from the fits of the antiproton and
positron fluxes are shown in Fig.3. For the 2nd CR popu-
lation, the power-law spectral index of particles injected
into the ISM, γs+δs ≃ 1.8, is required. It can be realized
by different combinations of γs and δs. For example, in
the case of energy-independent escape, i.e. δs = 0, the
index of the acceleration spectrum is γs = 1.8 and the
best-fit energy-independent grammage inside the source
is Xs0 = 0.8 g/cm
2. For the Kolmogorov type diffusion
of particles inside the source, δs ∼ 1/3, thus γ ∼ 1.5.
Such a spectrum is significantly harder than the ac-
celeration spectrum predicted by the standard diffusive
shock acceleration theory applied to young SNRs. Nev-
ertheless, SNRs, as suppliers of the 2nd CR component,
cannot be excluded. In particular, it could be caused
by the additional acceleration of secondaries by the same
shock responsible for the acceleration of primaries. In
this context, different scenarios have been discussed. The
secondaries could be produced inside the shell, i.e. in
the same region where the primary CRs are accelerated
[24, 25], or at the penetration of accelerated protons into
the dense gas clumps upstream the shock [26]. In both
scenarios, positrons are injected into the ISM with sig-
nificantly harder spectra than the primary CRs. Alter-
natively, the 2nd CR source population might be repre-
sented by young stellar clusters [27] where particles can
be effectively accelerated with exceptionally hard spectra
extending to PeV energies [28].
While in the ”secondary acceleration” models, the pri-
maries and secondaries are injected into ISM with sub-
stantially different spectra, in our model the spectra of
secondaries is only slightly harder than the energy distri-
bution of primary CRs caused by the behaviour of pro-
duction sections. For this reason, the postulation of the
very hard primary CR component supplied by the 2nd
population of particle accelerators offers a natural expla-
nation of another firmly established feature - the effect
of spectral hardening of the flux of CR protons above
200 GeV [1, 12, 23, 29]. Fig.3 demonstrates that the
superposition of these two primary CR components can
reproduce the spectral hardening of protons at the tran-
sition between 100 GeV and 1 TeV. Similar behaviour
with a spectral hardening around 200 GV has also been
found for the CR nuclei [30]. However, the measurements
revealed that the spectra of nuclei are noticeably harder
than the proton spectrum. Using the same normaliza-
tion parameter κ0 = 0.10 but harder injection spectra
for nuclei, namely 2.25 (instead of 2.35 for protons) for
the 1st population and 1.7 (instead of 1.8 for protons)
for the 2nd population of CRs, we can reproduce the ob-
served fluxes of primary CR nuclei He, C and O (Fig.5)
and the secondary light nuclei like Boron (Fig.4). The
difference in the acceleration spectra of protons and nu-
clei most likely is caused by the details of the injection
process (see, e.g., ref.[31]).
Although in the proposed two-populations model both
CR components play important role in the formation of
the energy spectra of the primary and secondary CRs,
the overall energy contained in the 2nd component above
10 GeV is approximately 7 percent of the total CR en-
ergy. Thus, the introduction of the 2nd CR component
does change substantially the energy requirements to the
”standard” (one population) CR paradigm. Finally, we
note that our model principally differs from the two-
component model proposed in ref.[32], where for the pro-
duction of secondary positrons is adopted the model of
Mertsch and Sarkar [25]. The latter gives a relatively
steep spectrum of protons injected into the ISM. There-
fore, for explanation of the spectral hardening of the pro-
ton spectrum around 200 GeV the second, hard-spectrum
component of CRs is postulated. This component, unlike
the 2nd CR population introduced in our model does not
contribute to the production of positrons and antipro-
tons.
Break in the positron spectrum?
The superposition of two components of positrons and
antiprotons produced inside CR sources with hard spec-
tra and in the ISM with soft spectra, predicts progres-
sive spectral hardening at energies above several 100 GeV
where the hard S-component starts to dominate over the
soft ISM-component. On the other hand, the recent re-
port of the AMS-02 collaboration [2] shows just the op-
posite tendency - a break in the positron spectrum (see
Fig.3). Different reasons might cause the steepening of
the positron spectrum at highest energies.
As demonstrated in Fig.2, the introduction of a cutoff
in the spectrum of 2nd population of CR protons at 10
TeV (see Fig.3) can satisfactorily explain the steepening
in the positron spectrum. On the other hand, at ener-
gies tens of TeV, this assumption implies a noticeable
7”deficit” in the proton flux compared to the measured
one. To explain the observed fluxes of protons from 10
TeV to hundreds TeV, one has to invoke a new (3rd) com-
ponent of CRs. While this could be a viable option, one
can still avoid the introduction of the 3rd CR component,
assuming that the break in the spectrum of positrons is
caused by the sharp reduction of the confinement time
of multi-TeV protons inside the CR accelerators. This
would result in the decrease of the ”grammage” accumu-
lated by accelerated particles with an impact on the effi-
ciency of production of secondaries leading to the steep-
ening of the spectrum of positrons above a few 100 GeV.
Formally, in such a scenario, the cutoff energy in the pro-
ton spectrum can be arbitrary high, and, therefore, the
3rd CR component becomes redundant.
The above two scenarios are relevant both to positrons
and antiprotons. Although the effect of spectral steep-
ening of antiprotons is less pronounced, it should be re-
vealed by future measurements at higher energies, around
1 TeV and above. Otherwise, one should explore other
explanations applicable only to positrons. In particular,
the radiative losses of positrons break the compatibility
between positrons and antiprotons. In this context, two
different scenarios, both based on the energy-dependent
losses of positrons with energy (dE/dt ∝ E2), could be
realized:
(i) Energy losses of positrons inside the accelerators.
This scenario requires quite large magnetic field. In par-
ticular, for a supernova remnant of age 104 yr, a break
in the positron spectrum would appear below several
100 GeV, if the magnetic field exceeds 30 µG.
(ii) Spatial distribution of sources. If the sources of S-
component of positrons are located at distances beyond
1 kpc, a spectral steepening caused by synchrotron and
inverse Compton losses during the propagation of elec-
trons in the ISM, is expected (see, e.g. ref.[7]). Fig.6
demonstrates this possibility assuming that all sources
are located at distances beyond 4 kpc. For the achieve-
ment of a reasonable agreement with data, the spectrum
of positrons injected into the ISM should be very hard to
compensate for the spectral steepening in the ISM due
to the radiative cooling. Correspondingly, the spectrum
of parent protons should be unusually (in particular, for
SNRs) hard with a differential power-law index α ≤ 1.5.
This kind of spectra of CRs are expected in compact stel-
lar clusters at particle acceleration caused by interactions
of core-collapse supernova blast waves with fast winds of
massive young stars [28].
Highest energy protons
While the maximum energy of accelerated protons is
not a critical parameter for the range of energies of de-
tected positrons and antiprotons, the value of E0 exceed-
ing 100 TeV is needed for the explanation of the proton
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig.1 but for the secondary boron nuclei.
The boron fluxes are from ref.[33]
fluxes reported by the CREAM collaboration [23]. The
distinct signature of this model is the formation of a hard
spectrum of the 2nd component of protons in the ISM
extending into the multi-TeV region where the second
component starts to dominate over the first component.
Therefore, in the case of lack of a break in the spectrum
of the second CR component to 1 PeV, we should expect
a tendency of continuation of hardening of the proton
spectrum until it achieves a single power-law form close
to E−2.3. However, Fig.3 shows that the CR proton mea-
surements reported by the CREAM collaboration [23] do
not support such spectral behaviour. Despite the sig-
nificant statistical uncertainties of these measurements
above 100 TeV, it is quite clear that one should assume a
cutoff in the proton spectrum well below 1 PeV to avoid
the excess of the proton flux.
In Fig.3, we compare the predictions of the proposed
two-component scenario with the CR proton measure-
ments reported by the AMS-02 and CREAM collabora-
tions. Note that the combination of the first and second
CR populations is robustly fixed. They are derived from
the fits of the positron and antiproton fluxes shown in
Fig.1. In particular, the power-law indices of the two
proton components are α1 ≈ 2.8 and α1 ≈ 2.35 (the
power-law indices of the injection spectra should be 1.8
and 2.35, respectively).
In left panel of Fig.3 we assume pure (i.e. without high
energy cutoff) power-law spectrum for the first proton
component and two spectra for the second proton com-
ponent with exponential cutoffs at E0 = 100 TeV and
10 TeV. The cutoff at 100 TeV provides a good fit to the
CREAM data. Despite the uncertainties in the reported
proton fluxes, especially at E0 ∼ 100 TeV, the conclu-
sion regarding the cutoff around 100 TeV is quite robust.
This value, however, could be underestimated, by a factor
of 2 or so, given the lack of information about the con-
tribution of the 1st component to protons at multi-TeV
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FIG. 5. The contributions of the 1st and 2nd source popu-
lations to the fluxes of He, C and O nuclei. The He, C, and
O data are from AMS-02 [30]. The fluxes of He and O are
re-scaled to match the fluxes of C by the factors of 0.033 and
0.9, respectively.
energies. In particular, for the cutoff in the 1st proton
component at 10 TeV, the corresponding suppression of
the proton flux can be compensated enhancing the con-
tribution of the second component by the increase of the
cutoff energy in the 2nd component to E0 ≈ 200 TeV.
Further increase of the cutoff energy would lead to the
conflict with observations, but for a firm conclusion, new
precise measurements in the energy band ≥ 100 TeV are
needed.
Although the discussion of the nature of the postu-
lated two CR source populations is beyond the scope
of this paper, SNRs seem to be quite apparent candi-
dates for the 1st population. The relatively soft energy
spectra of CRs inside young SNRs with a power-law in-
dex around 2.3-2.4, as derived from γ-ray observations
of SNRs, match well the observed steep energy spectrum
of CRs and the energy dependence of the confinement
time of CRs ∝ E−0.5 derived from measurements of the
secondary nuclei. A subgroup of SNRs (not yet detected
in γ-rays) with specific internal and external conditions
could, in principle, be responsible also for the 2nd com-
ponent. Alternative sources accountable for the 2nd CR
population could be clusters of young, luminous stars
and associated superbubbles. Their extended diffuse γ-
ray structures recently revealed around some of these
objects, can be interpreted as a result of interactions
of CRs injected by these systems with the surrounding
gas [27]. The injection spectrum of protons is expected
to be harder than E−2. Furthermore, due to the long
(1 Myr or more) propagation time in dense regions sur-
rounding young stellar clusters, CRs can accumulate suf-
ficient grammage to explain the excess fluxes of positrons
and antiprotons. Future observations of SNRs and stellar
clusters with the advanced gamma-ray detectors can shed
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ton spectrum of N(E) ∼ E−1.5exp(− E
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). The nearest
source distance is assumed to be 4kpc. The lower panel shows
the ratio of experimentally measured fluxes of positrons to the
theoretical curve.
light on the origin of these two potential CR factories.
We should note that in our treatment, we do not con-
sider the possible contributions from a nearby source(s).
As long as the distances to these objects are smaller
than other characteristic scales, like the mean propa-
gation paths of particles, the nearby sources principally
cannot be considered as a part of the ensemble of con-
tinuously distributed sources, but need special treatment
(see, e.g. [7, 34]). The contributions of nearby CR ac-
celerators in certain energy bands of the CR spectrum
could be nonnegligible. In particular, the extension of the
CR electron spectrum to TeV energies provides evidence
for the existence of an electron Tevatron in our neigh-
bourhood located at distances not much further 100 pc
[7]. The positron fraction in the electron spectrum never
achieves the level of 50 %; moreover, it drops above sev-
eral 100 GeV. This very fact rules out the dominance of
the secondary origin of multi-TeV electrons. The origin
of the local electron accelerator remains highly unknown
and challenging [34]. The discussion of this issue is out-
side of the scopes of this paper. We only note that most-
likely we deal with a very efficient accelerator of primary
multi-TeV electrons. Whether this accelerator has a link
to the first or second CR source populations or stands in
its own right, this is an exciting issue to be explored in
future work.
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FIG. 7. The calculated diffuse γ-ray and neutrino emissivities contributed by CRs from 1st (red curves) and 2nd (blue) source
populations. The protons from 1st source population are assumed to be a power-law spectrum with an exponential cutoff at
50 TeV. The spectra of protons from the 2nd source populations are calculated for two values of the exponential cutoff energy:
1 PeV (solid) and 0.2 PeV (dashed). The total fluxes of gamma-rays and neutrinos are shown by black curves.
On the accuracy of spectral fits
The two-component model proposed in this paper, sat-
isfactorily explains the general spectral features of both
the primary and secondary cosmic rays: Positrons, an-
tiprotons, secondary light nuclei like Boron, the primary
protons, as well as, with an additional assumption, the
primary nuclei of the CNO group and α-particles. As
one can see from Figs 2, 3 and 6, the accuracies of fits
for positrons, antiprotons and protons are within 20 %.
Similar accuracies are achieved in the fits of the primary
and secondary nuclei. The further improvement of fits
of several independent measurables is not easy given the
unprecedented accuracies of the measurements achieved
by AMS-2 and other experiments over the recent years.
We still can reduce the difference between the model pre-
dictions and the flux measurements down to 10 % or
so. However, we think that the further improvement of
fits would be redundant and misleading, given the large
uncertainties associated with the distribution of sources,
the acceleration spectra of primary particles, the energy-
dependent confinement times both inside the accelerators
and in the galactic plane, etc.
This especially concerns the positrons. As mentioned
above, the impact of the solar modulation on the flux of
positrons can extend up to 70 GeV [20]. Also, positrons
suffer significant radiative losses; therefore, the calcula-
tions are sensitive to the spatial distribution of sources,
the confinement of positrons inside the sources, etc. Fi-
nally one should note that although the detected fluxes
of antiprotons tell us that the major fraction of positrons
is of a secondary origin produced in interactions of pri-
mary cosmic rays with the surrounding gas, one cannot
entirely neglect the contribution of primary positrons. In
this regard, the deficit in secondary positrons in Figs 2
and 6 can be compensated by an additional component,
for example, positrons produced by pulsars/pulsar wind
nebulae. Given these circumstances, an attempt of im-
provement of spectral fits would be, to a certain extent,
meaningless in the sense of misinterpretation of the fits
as an indicator of ”goodness” of the model.
On the other hand, the large statistical errors of the
measurements of the highest energy fluxes of all species
of CRs are not sufficient for making certain conclusions
regarding the realization of different scenarios. This con-
cerns, in particular, the fluxes of antiprotons above 200
GeV. If the new measurements will not reveal a cut-
off, the already detected break in the positron spec-
trum would be referred to the radiative energy losses of
positrons in the interstellar medium or inside the sources.
Otherwise, the reason of the break in the positron spec-
trum would be either the cutoff in the primary proton
spectrum around 10 TeV or can be explained by the fast
escape of highest energy protons from the source reducing
the ”grammage” accumulated by protons at highest en-
ergies. The current data provided by the CREAM mea-
surements prefer the second option (see Fig.3). But for
robust conclusions, we need higher quality data of proton
fluxes above 100 TeV.
Diffuse gamma rays and neutrinos
The intrinsic feature of the proposed model is the en-
hanced gamma-ray and neutrino fluxes caused by inter-
actions of the second CR population with the ambient
gas in the vicinity of sources. Due to the expected hard
γ-ray spectra extending beyond 10 TeV, the CR facto-
ries responsible for the 2nd CR populations, could be
possible targets for observations with the next genera-
tion γ-ray detectors such as CTA [35] and LHAASO [36].
The chances of detection of these sources depend on sev-
10
eral factors including the power and duration of active
phases of particle acceleration in these objects, the num-
ber of currently operating accelerators, etc. A more def-
inite conclusion can be drawn for the diffuse TeV γ-ray
emission linked to this component. The γ-ray emissivi-
ties initiated by the 1st and 2nd CR populations in the
ISM are shown in left panel of Fig.7. Above 10 TeV
the 2nd component exceeds, by order of magnitude, the
γ-ray flux related to the 1st component. The fluxes of
accompanying multi-TeV neutrinos are also significantly
enhanced compared to the 1st component (see Fig.7b),
dramatically increasing the chances to be detected by the
km-cube scale water or ice neutrino detectors.
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